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QUESTION 1

You are integrating BizTalk Server 2010 with a secure Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) service
that does not have metadata exchange (MEX) enabled. The web service provider distributes an XML schema with a
root node named SecretData without a namespace for the data provided by the web service. You generate a BizTalk
schema based on the XML schema. You finish developing the application and deploy it for integration testing. When
testing the service, you trace the messages received from the service. You see that the response message is within a
single element named SecureResponse. SOAP elements wrap the response message and the SecureResponse
element. You need to specify the inbound message body properties to ensure that the message can be received. 

What should you do? 

A. Choose the Envelope option. Add the soapProcessing endpoint behavior with the property processMessages=True. 

B. Choose the Path option. For the body path expression, specify /*[local- name()=\\'SecureResponse\\']/*[local-
name()=\\'SecretData\\']. 

C. Choose the Path option. For the body path expression, specify /*[local-name()=\\'SecretData\\']. Add the
soapProcessing endpoint behavior with the property processMessages=True. 

D. Choose the Body option. Add the useRequestHeadersForMetadataAddress service behavior. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A BizTalk Server 2010 solution includes a map that is used in a loan approval process. The input schema contains
values for loan amount and yearly salary. The output schema contains a Boolean value that indicates the approval
status of the loan. There is a Microsoft .NET helper method in another project within the solution that accepts the two
parameters for loan amount and yearly salary and returns the approval status Boolean value. You need to invoke the
.NET helper method from a scripting functoid in the map. 

What should you do? 

A. Use the Inline C# script type to reference the class containing the method with a C# using statement. 

B. Use the Inline XSLT script type to reference the class containing the method by its fully qualified assembly name. 

C. Add a reference to the project containing the class that contains the method. Reference the method as an external
assembly script type in the scripting functoid configuration. 

D. Add a reference to the project containing the class that contains the method. Use the Inline C# script type to
reference the assembly in the scripting functoid configuration. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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You use BizTalk Server 2010 to send EDI purchase orders to three trading partners. All of the trading partners use the
same version of the purchase order message but define custom codes for the product types. The trading partners
confirm purchase order acknowledgements by email instead of through response messages. The standard purchase
order schemas included with BizTalk do not include the custom product type codes for each trading partner. You need
to ensure that each trading partners purchase order schema is the schema that is used for orders that are sent to them. 

What should you do? 

A. Under the transaction set settings for the party, define an envelope for each trading partner. For the namespace, use
the custom namespace you defined for each BizTalk schema. 

B. Under the transaction set settings for the party, define a local host setting for each trading partner. For the
namespace, use the custom namespace you defined for each BizTalk schema. 

C. Under the transaction set settings for the party, define an envelope for each trading partner. For the namespace, use
the default namespace defined by BizTalk for EDI messages. 

D. Under the transaction set settings for the party, define a local host setting for each trading partner. For the
namespace, use the default namespace defined by BizTalk for EDI messages. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A BizTalk Server 2010 application is deployed and running. The application has a long-running orchestration with only a
single Receive shape that activates the orchestration. There are currently instances of this orchestration in the
dehydrated state. You need to make sure that no new orchestration instances are started but that existing instances are
allowed to complete. 

What should you do? 

A. Stop all host instances. 

B. Stop the application with the option Partial Stop C Suspend running instances. 

C. Suspend any running orchestration service instances. 

D. Stop the application with the option Partial Stop C Allow running instances to continue. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A BizTalk Server 2010 orchestration calls a Business Rules Engine policy. This policy evaluates test scores to
determine whether a candidate passes or fails. The BizTalk solution and the policy are deployed. Business users have
decided that the value of a passing score should be raised from 60% to 70%. You need to adjust the policy to reflect the
modified rule parameter. 

What should you do? 
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A. Open the policy in the Business Rules Composer. Create a new version of the policy and edit this version to reflect
the changed parameter. Then deploy the new version. 

B. Open the policy in the Business Rules Composer. Create a new version of the policy and edit this version to reflect
the changed parameter. Then publish the new version. 

C. Create a new vocabulary in the Business Rules Composer. Add the new parameter to this vocabulary and then
publish the vocabulary. 

D. Open the policy in the Business Rules Composer and create a different policy with a new name. Then copy the
currently deployed version to the new policy and modify to reflect the changed parameter. Deploy the new policy. 

Correct Answer: B 
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